HOTEL PRINCESA PARC / HOTEL DIANA PARC
SUMMER 2018
DAILY HIKING (MONDAY to SATURDAY):
The hiking proposed are informative and subject to modification according to the number of
participants and the weather conditions.
Information only at the reception with the accompanying person:
Appointments during every evenings from 7pm
Natural Park Vall de Comapedrosa From Arinsal - Hiking to the Refuge Canut (2080 m.) Departure from the
Hotel (on foot), in the direction of "Refugi Canut", located at 2080m. Moderate difficulty itinerary perfect for
a first contact with the mountain. Picnic to the Refuge then return by the "bordas" of Percanela, and Prats
Nous. Return to the hotel around 15:30.
Or Ascension of the Pic de Comapedrosa 2942m (break at the refuge) It is a difficult climb with some steep
passages. It is important to be well prepared physically, to have adequate footwear, plenty of water,
vitamin food. Rise time: 4 hours.
Grau Roig - Pessons Lakes Direction Grau Roig, from where we will leave on foot for a circuit of average
level around the 22 lakes of Pessons. Picnic to the Lakes Return to the hotel around 17:30. This hike is
recommended for the diversity of its flora, mountains, lakes and glacial waters present.
Vallnord -Pal -Coll de la Botella Port of Cabus – Spain From the Port of Cabus 2300m, various possibilities of
excursions more or less difficult by the way of the Contrabandiers with its fauna (horses cows bull vultures
and can be isards) abundant in freedom in a wild and grand landscape. Pic-nic or Restaurant (subject to a
quota reservation) and return to the car at about 3 pm (excursion with picnic). Possibilities in the afternoon
to go to Vallnord (Quad, Equitation, Vtt and all the activities of Vallnord - www.vallnord.com (see the rates)
Cortals d'Encamp - Refuge and Lakes of Ensagents or Coma dels Llops With the observation of the families
of Marmottes at the start of the excursion. Medium level itinerary with passage on rocky cliffs. Return to the
hotel around 17:00
Vall de Sorteny Natural Park and Rialb Valley On the side of El Serrat, departure for a rise of about 600m of
difference in altitude (2 hours) Either towards Lake Estanyo (optional peak + 1H30) or Lac Bleu by crossing
the French border with Ariège. Impressive flora and fauna omnipresent. Return to the hotel around 17:00
Vall d'Incles - Refuges, Lakes, Bordas and Romanesque church in a valley with many itineraries.
The Roman Art, its Villages, Bordas around Ordino, Sornas, Llorts, and its peak in the center of Andorra, the
Casamanya
Madriu-Perafita-Claror Park from Engolasters. Once again, many itineraries can be proposed with different
levels through its majestic and protected valleys, classified World Heritage by Unesco.

And many other itineraries can be set up during the summer to make each of you discover all the
valleys, villages, landscapes and peak of Andorra.
IMPORTANT: It is imperative to wear suitable clothing, shoes (mountain, hiking or trail), backpack
for picnic, waterproof jacket, water and various personnel.
Departure every morning at 9AM with its own vehicle (except exeptions) to the point meeting at
10 to 30 minutes from the hotel. Car-pooling is possible, ask at the hotel.
Children from 8 years old (with an adult)

